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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this paper is to train the image classifier using Convolutional Neural Networks with 

tensorflow architecture. The proposed paper focus on systematic approaches in classifying the sample set of 

images using Convolutional Neural Networks. The CNN model with activation function thus classifies the dataset 

into two categories exactly like human. Thus, the paper highlights the importance of augmentation by comparing 

their accuracies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Image classification identifies the unique features of 

the images by assigning different pixel to different 

classes of images. This computer vision classifies 

images based on user specified features. Stock 

Photography and Video Websites, Visual Search for 

Improved Product Discoverability, Satellite Remote 

Sensing, Interactive Marketing and Creative 

Campaigns Automobile, Gaming, Healthcare and 

Reality Industry are wide range of image classification 

application. Artificial Neural Network’s 

computational model is inspired by human brain that 

deals with both classification and prediction problems. 

Deep Learning is one of the major sub-domains of 

machine learning technique based on artificial neural 

networks. ANN is an artificial human nervous system, 

which receives the input data, process and transmits 

the information at the end of computation. It also deals 

with the segregation of images based on visual content 

as it includes Input layer, Hidden layer and Output 

layer. The input received will be sent to hidden layer 

for processing. Initially all the input nodes are set with 

the values and step by step the activation values will be 

calculated for each of the hidden layer and it is called 

as Feed-Forward method. Back propagation is to adjust 

the weights systematically to produce values as close 

as possible to the expected values from the training 

data. Deep learning  can then be knows as neural 

networks with a large number of arguments and layers 

in one of four fundamental network architectures 

namely Unsupervised Pre-trained Networks, 

Recursive Neural Networks (RNN), Generative 

Adversarial Networks (GAN) and 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The pre-

trained Network uses some kind of supervised learning 

to extract features that can then by useful for 

classification. It handles more than one hidden layer 

contradiction to simple neural network. Recursive 

Neural Network use memory that captures 

information about the calculation earlier. RNN is 

recurrent because they perform the same task for 

every element of a sequence and that depends on 

previous computation. Generative Adversarial 

Networks generates a new set of images with an 

existing image. The generated image looks at least 
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superficially authentic to human observers, having 

very realistic characteristics of existing images. The 

discriminator decides whether the given image is real 

or fake. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) derived 

from Neural Network focus particularly on hidden or 

convolution layer. It is not just for performing a normal 

function but also as an activation function. 

Convolution handles two signals one is of input signal 

or raw image and the other is to filter signal or 

recognizes the defined features in images. Thus, it 

produces an output signal classifying the images into 

two categories. This model works by following feed 

forward mechanism. The four major layers of this CNN 

Networks are Convolution, Pooling, Flatten and Full 

connection. 

 

II. LOADING DATASET 

 

Os stands for Operating system Python's standard 

utility module, which provides a portable way of 

using operating system dependent functionality. Cv2 

package is nothing but OpenCV-Python binds library 

function designed to solve computer vision 

problems. Numpy library supports for large, multi-

dimensional arrays and matrices, along with a large 

collection of high-level mathematical functions to 

operate on array of images as shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Figure 1. Compressed images – ‘data.zip’ 

 

Zipfile submodule is imported to uncompress the 

feature images and labels. Display the image size with 

the name of the folder. The two folders including apple 

and banana to be classified are now compressed as 

‘data.zip’ as, they occupies huge space of memory if 

uncompressed as shown in Fig 2 and 3.  

 

 
Figure 2. Uncompressed Apple dataset 

 
Figure 3. Uncompressed Banana Dataset 

 

III. UNCOMPRESS & SHUFFLE 

 

As classification commences, the shuffled training 

images are to be sent into input layer. Open the 

directory and select the path where project related 

images are located.  cv2. imread() method can be used 

to load an image from the specified file. If the image 

cannot be read due to missing file, improper 

permissions, unsupported or invalid format then this 

method returns an empty matrix as output. The listdir() 

from os module displays the folder names namely 

banana and apple as shown in Fig 4. 

 
Figure 4. Uncompressed images 
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tqdm is derived from the Arabic word “taqadum” 

which means “progress”. A progress bar library 

supports for nested loops in Jupyter or IPython 

notebooks. Define training model by setting the path 

name, category name, resize, and grayscale all the 

images and before appending them to the list. Now, 

the training model gets loaded and it is visualised in 

progress bar as shown in Fig 5.  

 
Figure 5. Progress bar to show dataset loading to a 

training model 

Display the vector dimensional shape of each input 

image  into 224 X 224 X 3 form as shown in Fig  6. 

 
Figure 6. Vector size of dataset 

 

To improve the selection of images for sampling they 

are randomly shuffled using random packages as 

shown in Fig 7. Create two list namely - ‘images’ and 

‘labels’ to append them with feature and label while 

on training data. Input the vector spaced image and 

import train_test_split module from sklearn model. 

 

 
Figure 7. Shuffling 

 

The input image(s) divided into two categories as 

training and test data for classifying and validation 

purpose as shown in Fig 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. Training and Test data. 

 

IV. CNN WITHOUT AUGMENTATION 

 

Import keras, convolutional Neural Network, Dense, 

Dropout, Flatten, Activation and maxpooling sub 

modules from tensorflow package for performing 

classification as shown in Fig 9. 

 
Figure 9. Importing various modules for Classification 

 

The convolution layer in CNN is same as hidden layer 

generates a function to extract features from the input 

images. It is like recognizing certain stroke or pattern 

from the top to middle and from middle to border of 

the image in a matrix format. Unlike NN, where the 

input is a vector, here in CNN the input is a multi-

channelled image with three channels. Pooling layer is 

the next building block of a CNN which reduce the 

spatial size of the representation. It is done to reduce 

the amount of parameters and computation in the 

network. The first fully connected layer takes the 

inputs from the feature analysis and apply weigh on 

each spatial size to predict the exact label. The fully 

connected output layer gives the final probabilities for 
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each label. Call the sequential function and add CNN 

network function with filter size set to 32, kernel_size 

to 3,3, striding to 1,1, set input_shape to a size of 224 

X 224 X 3. Set activation function to relu and set 

pooling to maxpooling as shown in Fig 10.  

 

 
Figure 10. Defining CNN model 

 

Now fit the model with X_ and y_ train data and 

undergo validation with X_ and y_ test data with 20 

epochs as shown in Fig 11. 

 

 
Figure 11. Fit model for classification 

 

Next, add flatten to CNN layer and set loss function to 

sparse_categorical_crossentropy. Because categorical 

_crossentropy uses a one-hot array to calculate the 

probability, but sparse_categorical 

_crossentropy  (scce) uses a category index. As the 

proposed paper focus on categorical data, flatten layer 

set with this parameter. Now generate the 

classification by calling fit function with epochs to 20 

with X_train and y_train data along with validation 

data as X_test and y_test.  To display the classification 

report and  predicted result import 

classification_report and confusion_matrix modules 

from sklearn.metrics module as shown in Fig 12. 

 

 
Figure 12. Classification Report-I 

For example, if the confusion matrix results with 0 in 

any one of the diagonal, then it shows that the input 

images are fitted/classified to binary labels exactly. 

Consider the below resultant confusion matrix with:  

happy  sad 

22   0 

0   28 

22 images classified into label as happy and 28 images 

classified into another label as sad indicates all the 50 

images are fitted exactly into categories without any 

misclassification. Thus, the confusion matrix acts as a 

catalyst or qualifying metric for classification and 

prediction problem. 

 
Figure 13. Confusion Matrix-I 
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Fig 13 shows the visualisation of classification with 

actual and predicted label in matrix format with 75% 

of accuracy using CNN model. 

 

Thus the final set of classified images are then exported 

under the name of fruits.tf  in 5 X 5 batch size as shown 

in Fig 14. 

 

 
Figure 14. fruits.tf 

 

V. CNN WITH AUGMENTATION 

 

Data Augmentation will generate every single image 

by rotating at 30 degree each with zoom range set to 

0.20. It also flips and rotates the image and generates 

many copies of image to add it to the training model 

for improving classification accuracy. Now, set the 

epoch again to ten and train the classification model to 

reduce the loss function and gain its accuracy as shown 

in Fig 15. 

 

 
Figure 15. Data Augmentation 

 

The classification report visualises the predicted result 

and gets displayed in matrix format as shown in Fig 16. 

 
Figure 16. Classification Report-II 

 

Fig 17 shows the resultant matrix after data 

augmentation and classification. The same is then 

visualised using Matplotlib module as shown in Fig 18. 

 

 
Figure 17. Confusion Matrix-II 

 

Thus the final set of classified images after 

augmentation are then exported under the name of 

fruits1.tf  in 5X5 batch size as shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. fruits1.tf 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

From Fig 12 and 16 it is clear that the data 

augmentation reduces the error loss function and 

improves the performance of classification. In addition, 

as proposed in this paper, the accuracy has been 

improved from 75% to 88% due to the inclusion of 

augmentation technique. In future, this paper can be 

enhanced by concentrating more on various activation 

functions like relu, tanh, leaky relu with sigmoid and 

softmax functions. And it is also necessary to include 

more number of images to under categorical 

classification. 
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